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Abstract

For large wireless sensor networks running on battery power, the time synchronization of all sensor nodes is becoming a crucial

task for waking up sensor nodes with exact timing and controlling transmission and reception timing. However, as network size

increases, this synchronization process tends to require long processing time consume significant power. Furthermore, a naïve

synchronization scheduler may leave some nodes unsynchronized. This paper proposes a power-efficient scheduling algorithm

for time synchronization utilizing the notion of density, which is defined by the number of neighboring nodes within wireless

range. The proposed scheduling algorithm elects a sequence of minimal reference nodes that can complete the synchronization

with the smallest possible number of hops and lowest possible power consumption. Additionally, it ensures coverage of all

sensor nodes utilizing a two-pass synchronization scheduling process. We implemented the proposed synchronization algorithm

in a network simulator. Extensive simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can reduce the power consumption

required for the periodic synchronization process by up to 40% for large sensor networks compared to a simplistic multi-hop

synchronization method.

Index Terms: Low power, Multi-hop network, Network density, Time synchronization, Wireless sensor network

I. INTRODUCTION

Generally, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a

large number of nodes equipped with various types of sen-

sors. These sensors measure environmental changes and for-

ward measured data to a destination node or server within or

outside the network. Recently, WSNs have been deployed

for a wide range of applications, such as defense systems,

factories, biomedical services, and home applications [1-3].

While there have been significant improvements in many

areas of WSN research in recent years, WSNs still face

many problems, such as short battery life and limited real-

time data delivery capabilities. Most sensor nodes are pow-

ered by batteries [4, 5]. Therefore, to meet low power

requirements, it is crucial for sensor devices to wake up only

when they are needed and also operate the network utilizing

low power protocols for routing and forwarding.

One forwarding protocol that is suitable for low power

WSNs is the time division multiplexing (TDM) medium

access control (MAC) protocol. It allows each sensor node to

periodically wake up with a predetermined timing. There-

fore, it can reduce frame retransmissions caused by frame

collisions and further reduce required transmission power

compared to the carrier-sensing multiple access (CSMA)

MAC protocol.

To wake up sensor nodes at their scheduled times and

operate the TDM MAC protocol properly, complete time

synchronization of all nodes in the WSN is critical. 

In most WSNs, sensor nodes employ low cost crystal

oscillators, meaning the internal clock of each sensor node
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tends to drift over time. As a result, it is necessary to period-

ically repeat the synchronization process for an entire WSN.

As the size of a WSN increases, multi-hop topologies, such

as mesh networks, are often adopted to extend the range of

data forwarding. In most multi-hop sensor networks, data

forwarding paths propagate each sensor data toward a gate-

way node by traversing multiple nodes [6, 7]. In contrast,

time synchronization paths should propagate time offsets

from a reference node toward each sensor node in the oppo-

site direction. Finding optimal synchronization paths for low

power consumption is challenging for large WSNs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II discusses prior research and Section III describes the

proposed synchronization algorithm. Section IV presents

experimental results for the proposed method. Finally, Sec-

tion V contains our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Various synchronization algorithms have been proposed

for WSNs. For example, reference broadcast synchronization

(RBS) [8], the flooding time synchronization protocol

(FTSP) [9, 10], and lightweight bidirectional time synchroni-

zation service for wireless sensor networks (TSync) [11] are

recently published synchronization methods for WSNs. RBS

is a relatively simple time synchronization algorithm. It uti-

lizes a method of receiver-receiver synchronization, meaning

it is suboptimal for large, multi-hop sensor networks, which

leads to high overhead. In contrast, TSync and FTSP employ

sender-receiver synchronization, which incurs less overhead

in multi-hop WSNs.

By utilizing periodic synchronization messages, FTSP pro-

vides robustness for synchronization while allowing flexibil-

ity in network topology. Although these advantages are

appropriate for multi-hop sensor networks, FTSP suffers

from overhead issues because many nodes transmit and

receive duplicate synchronization messages, which results in

unnecessary power consumption.

In TSync, each reference node is randomly elected by

broadcasting a synchronization request message and select-

ing the first node that responses to the message. While

TSync requires fewer broadcast messages than FTPS, refer-

ence nodes are arbitrarily elected. This tends to create a long

sequence of synchronization steps, which leads to high

power consumption [12, 13].

Our proposed algorithm utilizes a link-level synchroniza-

tion process, similar to that utilized in hierarchical reactive

time synchronization (HRTS). Therefore, we now describe

the basic operation of the HRTS algorithm utilized in TSync.

The HRTS is a centralized synchronization algorithm. Its

synchronization operation is initiated by a base station (BS),

which constitutes the first reference node. After the BS

exchanges a time stamp with its neighboring nodes, it mea-

sures the clock offset and propagation delay of the wireless

link. It broadcasts this time information to all neighboring

nodes within its range. This synchronization process for one-

hop neighbors is detailed below.

A BS broadcasts a synchronization message with a time t1
to all nodes within its wireless range. The neighboring nodes

record the time t2 when they receive the synchronization

message from the BS. Then, one of them sends an ACK

message back to the BS carrying t2 and t3. Here t3 is the time

of transmission of the ACK message. After the BS collects

all time stamps t1, t2, and t3, it calculates the propagation

delay d1 and clock offset d2 utilizing Eqs. (1) and (2) below.

Finally, the BS broadcasts the values d1, d2, and t2 to its

neighboring nodes. Then, the neighboring nodes reset their

local clocks based on the reference clock of the BS.

Message propagation formula:

d1 = (t2 – t1) + (t4 – t3) /2 (1)

Clock offset formula:

d2 = (t2 – t1) – (t4 – t3) /2 (2)

Fig. 1 presents an example where the RN begins synchro-

nization as a BS. It broadcasts a synchronization message

with a timestamp t1 to its neighboring nodes in Fig. 1(a). In

Fig. 1. Example multi-hop synchronization utilizing random method. (a) The

root node (RN) broadcasts a synchronization message to its neighboring

nodes. (b) It then receives an ACK message with t2 and t3 from N2. (c) The RN

then broadcasts again to all neighborhoods with propagation times and t2. (d)

N2 is randomly selected as the next reference node and repeats the above

procedure for synchronization of the next hop.
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Fig. 1(a), the neighboring nodes of the RN record the time t2
upon receiving the message. Among the neighboring nodes,

the RN accepts only the first node that responses with an

ACK message. The ACK message contains a receive time t2
and transmit time t3. For example, in Fig. 1(b), N2 is the

node that sent an ACK message first. After calculating off-

sets utilizing Eqs. (1) and (2), the RN broadcasts a propaga-

tion message carrying the offset values d1, d2, and t2, as

illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Finally, N2 is elected as the next ref-

erence node and it starts a new synchronization process for

the second hop, as shown in Fig. 1(d).

Furthermore, in order to avoid redundancy, HRTS utilizes

a ‘level’ field in transmitted frames. It selects the reference

node of the lowest level in order to minimize clock drift. If a

node receives a message from multiple reference nodes at

the same distance and same level, the node selects the refer-

ence node that transmitted first. Therefore, the policy of

selecting reference nodes in HRTS is a random selection pol-

icy, meaning it can lead to a long synchronization sequence

with high power consumption.

In this paper, we introduce a novel scheduling algorithm

that determines an optimal synchronization sequence by uti-

lizing the density property of neighboring nodes. It attempts

to elect the minimum sufficient number of reference nodes

while ensuring that all nodes are covered by the elected ref-

erence nodes. Consequently, it tends to minimize the number

of synchronization messages and reduce overall transmission

power.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The density-driven algorithm: To reduce overall power

consumption in WSNs, we propose a density-driven syn-

chronization scheduling algorithm. The proposed method tar-

gets WSNs in a mesh or tree topology utilizing a multi-hop

synchronization algorithm. Without loss of generosity, we

assume that a WSN has one gateway node called a root node

R0. All other nodes in the WSN can reach R0 either through

a direct single hop wireless link or multi-hop wireless path.

Because only R0 is connected to a server or the internet, the

synchronization process is initiated from R0, and propagated

through all other nodes via multi-hop paths.

In the proposed synchronization method, the ith synchroni-

zation process SyncProci is initiated from R0 at time ti, which

is the ith time period of PSYNC. At each ti, all nodes in the

WSN must wake up and prepare to receive synchronization

messages from their selected reference nodes. However,

because each node may have a different clock drift, R0 must

provide a sufficient wait cycle before transmitting the initial

synchronization message. Suppose that Dmax,Psync is the max-

imum clock drift at any node for the duration of PSYNC.

Then, R0 initiates SyncProci at ti + Dmax,Psync instead of ti in

order to guarantee that all nodes can participate in the syn-

chronization process, regardless of their clock drift. During

each SyncProci, each node that has completed its synchroni-

zation step immediately switches into sleep mode to con-

serve battery power.

The proposed synchronization algorithm consists of the

following two processes: (1) a scheduling process called

SchProc for electing reference nodes and (2) a periodic syn-

chronization process called SyncProci for all nodes.

The first process, namely SchProc, finds a minimal

sequence of multi-hop reference nodes starting from the root

R0 such that all nodes are covered by at least one reference

node. The process is executed only when a new WSN is

deployed or new sensor nodes are installed. The second pro-

cess, namely the periodic synchronization process SyncProci,

corrects the clock offsets of every node in the WSN with

respect to R0’s clock. It selects each reference node Rk in the

sequence chosen by SchProc and corrects the clock offsets

of all neighboring nodes around Rk. SyncProci is periodically

executed at time ti in every period PSYNC utilizing Dmax,Psync

as described above. During the time between two executions

of SyncProci, all nodes stay in sleep mode, except nodes that

are forwarding their sensor data. Every node wakes up

during every PSYNC based on an internal timer that maintains

its clock to participate in the next SyncProci.

SyncProci utilizes a time offset measurement step for each

reference node, similar to that utilized by the HRTS algo-

rithm [11]. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we ignore

the propagation delays in networks, such as queuing delays,

retransmission time, and back-off time, during the time off-

set measurement step.

SchProc consists of two passes. The first pass, called

SchProc1, identifies the primary reference nodes, which form

one multi-hop sequence. The second pass, called SchProc2,

identifies a minimal set of secondary reference nodes, which

covers all nodes that were not covered by the first pass.

The scheduling synchronization process is described below.

Process SchProc1: Primary Scheduling Process

Step 1: Current reference node Ri broadcasts a Schedule_

Request message to all its neighboring nodes N i
j within

range U(Ri) that are not yet synchronized.

{V(Ri) = ∀N i
j  within wireless range of Ri}

{U(Ri) = ∀N i
j ∈ V(Ri) that are not synchronized yet}

{S(Ri) = ∀N i
j ∈ V(Ri) that are synchronized by Ri}

Step 2: Every N i
j sends a Neighbor_Check message to all

neighboring nodes within its range to calculate its den-

sity D i
j. The surrounding nodes in U(N i

j) respond to N i
j

with a Neighbor_ACK message.
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Step 3: Each N i
j computes the number D i

j of Neighbor_

ACK messages received from its neighboring nodes.

Here D i
j is given by

D i
j = Density(N i

j)

= ΣjNeighbor_ACKj from U(N i
j)

Every N i
j reports its computed density D i

j to Ri by send-

ing a Density_Reportj message.

Step 4: Ri gathers the density metrics D i
j from all N i

j and

chooses the next reference node Ri+1 such that Ri+1 has

the highest density metric among all neighboring nodes.

Ri+1 = MaxDensity(V(Ri))

Here, the MaxDensity function selects the node whose

density is the highest among the nodes in V(Ri).

Step 5: Ri broadcasts a Schedule_Propagate message to

U(Ri). The message advertises that Ri+1 has been elected

as the next reference node.

Step 6: The next reference node Ri+1 sets itself as the cur-

rent reference node Ri and iterates from Step 1 to Step 5.

These steps are repeated until no new reference node can

be selected as Ri+1 or until all nodes in the WSN are covered

for time synchronization.

Fig. 2 illustrates how SchProc1 elects reference nodes. In

Fig. 2(a), in Step 1, the current reference node (the RN) first

broadcasts a Schedule_Request message to its neighboring

nodes. In Fig. 2(b), in Step 2, the neighboring nodes (N1,

N2, and N3) then broadcast a Neighbor_Check message to

their neighboring nodes to calculate density values. Fig. 2(b)

also shows the Neighbor_ACK messages returned from N7,

N12, and N14 to N3 as part of Step 2. Other neighboring

nodes return Neighbor_ACK messages to their parent nodes

in the same fashion. In the case where a node is a neighbor

to multiple parent nodes, it receives multiple Neighbor_

Check messages. However, such a node transmits only one

Neighbor_ACK message because if it transmitted multiple

messages, the multiple parent nodes would receive these

Neighbor_ACK messages and count them into their own

density values. In Step 3, N3 obtains a density of value of

three by counting the Neighbor_ACK messages received

from N7, N12, and N14. N1 and N2 calculate their density

values similarly. In Fig. 2(c), as part of Step 3, N1, N2, and

N3 transmit Density_Reportj messages to report the density

values to RN. In Fig. 2(d), in Step 4, RN selects N3, which

reported the highest density value, and transmits Sched-

ule_Propagate messages to all its neighboring nodes for

Step 5. Acting as the next reference node, N3 then repeats

the above process until no new reference node can be found.

SchProc1 is a fast heuristic algorithm, meaning it may not

be guaranteed that all nodes are covered by SchProc1. After

SchProc1 is done, if there are any nodes that were not cov-

ered by the reference nodes elected by SchProc1, then the

second pass procedure SchProc2 is executed to select sec-

ondary reference nodes. 

Process SchProc2: Secondary Scheduling Process

Following SchProc1, let N i
u be the set of all nodes left

uncovered and let N j
c be the set of all nodes covered.

Step 1: Each node N i
u broadcasts Schedule_Request mes-

sages to their neighboring nodes.

Step 2: Each node N j
c that receives a Schedule_Request

counts the number D j
u of Schedule_Request messages.

D i
u = Density(N j

c)

= ΣjSchedule_Requesti from U(N j
c)

Step 3: Node N j
c(Max(D j

u)), which has the maximum D j
u

value, is elected as the next reference node. The parent

nodes of N j
c determine which N j

c has the maximum D j
u

value.

Step 4: For the elected node N j
c, all nodes in U(N j

c) are

now moved to S(N j
c). The nodes moved to S(N j

c) are also

moved from N i
u to N j

c.

Step 5: Repeat the above steps until N i
u = Empty.

Fig. 2. (a) RN broadcasts Schedule_Request messages to its neighboring

nodes. (b) The neighboring nodes transmit Neighbor_Check messages to

their neighborhood and compute density metrics by receiving Neighbor_ACK

messages. (c) The neighboring nodes transmit Density_Report messages

with density metrics to RN. (d) RN broadcasts Schedule_Propagate messages

with the next reference node selection (highlighted in red). N3 then repeats

the above procedure.
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Fig. 3 presents an example of scheduling processes

SchProc1 and SchProc2. It begins from the sink node N0 as

the current reference node Ri, which broadcasts Schedule_

Request messages to its neighboring nodes within its wire-

less range. Then, the neighboring nodes respond to N0 with

messages containing their density metric. Next, N0 compares

the density values collected from its neighboring nodes and

chooses the node with the highest density. In Fig. 3, node

N32 is elected as the next reference node. N0 then broadcasts

a Schedule_Propagate message to all its neighbors advertis-

ing that N32 has been elected. The next reference node N32

then repeats the above procedure to select the next reference

node N46. Process SchProc1 repeats until no new reference

nodes can be selected. 

After SchProc1 is completed, if there are any nodes not

covered by the reference nodes elected by SchProc1, then

SchProc2 is executed. In the example in Fig. 3, the reference

nodes elected by SchProc1 are highlighted with green color

and the reference nodes elected by SchPro2 (e.g., N99, N56,

and N64) are highlighted with purple color. It is guaranteed

that all nodes are covered after SchProc2.

During SchProc1 and SchProc2, a sequence of reference

nodes R0 → R1 → R2 ... → RH-1 is elected and the set of

nodes S(Ri) covered by each Ri is scheduled for the periodic

synchronization process SyncProc. Therefore, the real syn-

chronization actions take place only during SyncProc.

The period synchronization process is described below.

Process SyncProc: Periodic Synchronization Process

Step 1: Set R0 as the current reference node Ri.

Step 2: Ri exchanges a synchronization message with Ri+1

and calculates the propagation delay Dp
i,j from Ri to Ri+1.

Step 3: Ri broadcasts its current time T(Ri) and Dp
i,j to the

next-hop nodes in U(Ri) within wireless range.

Step 4: All unsynchronized nodes Nj
i in U(Ri) reset their

timer to

T(Nj
i) = T(Ri) − Dp

i,j

Step 5: Set Ri = Ri+1, and iterate from Step 1 to Step 4

until Ri reaches the final reference node in the sequence

chosen by SchProc1 and SchProc2. 

The core idea of the proposed method is to schedule a

minimal set of reference nodes such that all nodes are syn-

chronized while reducing the power consumption of the syn-

chronization process. The scheduling process SchProc is

conducted only when the WSN is initiated or when there are

enough changes in the WSN structure that new scheduling is

required. During the normal sensing and data forwarding

operations of the WSN, only the periodic synchronization pro-

cess SyncProc is executed at predefined intervals. Although

SchProc may seem to incur high power consumption, it is

executed only once. Therefore, we only consider the power

consumption of SyncProc when calculating the power con-

sumption of the synchronization process.

The proposed method achieves low power consumption

during SyncProc because SchProc1 and SchProc2 select the

best reference nodes utilizing the proposed density metric.

This two-pass scheduling processes guarantees that no node

is synchronized more than once and ensures that no node is

left unsynchronized, which are the key requirements for a

low-power, reliable synchronization method. Therefore, it is

well suited to multi-hop WSNs with battery power.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed two-pass scheduling process and periodic

synchronization process were implemented in a network sim-

ulator utilizing C code. We obtained simulation results from

a wide range of example WSNs with various sizes, which

are listed in Table 1. The network simulator generated each

WSN with random locations for all nodes within the speci-

fied area. To evaluate the performance of our processes, we

implemented a synchronization scheduling method utilizing

random selection in addition to the proposed method.

Fig. 4 presents the simulation results of SchProc1 and

SchProc2 based on the density metric for an example WSN

with 400 nodes in an area of 50 × 50 m. Fig. 5 presents the

Fig. 3. Scheduling procedure initiated from N0. The green nodes are the

reference nodes elected by SchProc1. The purple nodes are the reference

nodes elected by SchProc2.
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results of a scheduling method with random selection. The

reference nodes selected by the first pass (SchProc1) are

highlighted with green, while the reference nodes selected by

the second pass (SchProc2) are highlighted with purple. The

arrows indicate the direction of synchronization request mes-

sages. The large circles represent the wireless range of each

reference node. The synchronization process begins from the

root (sink) node N0, which is located at the center of the net-

work. In this example, SchProc1 selected a sequence of 17

reference nodes in the first pass and SchProc2 selected a

sequence of three reference nodes in the second pass. There-

fore, a total of 20 reference nodes were able to completely

cover all nodes. In contrast, the method with random selec-

tion produced a sequence of 29 reference nodes, which is a

31% increase in reference nodes. 

Fig. 6 compares the results of the proposed method utiliz-

Table 1. Sizes of simulated networks 

Size of network (m) Wireless range (m) Number of nodes

50 × 50 10 400

100 × 100 10 1,000

150 × 150 15 1,500

200 × 200 20 2,000

250 × 250 25 2,500

300 × 300 30 3,000

Fig. 4. Scheduling results of the proposed method with density-based

selection for a WSN with 400 nodes in an area of 50 × 50 m. The wireless

range was 10 m. The number of reference nodes selected by SchProc1 and

SchProc2 were 17 and three, respectively.

Fig. 5. Scheduling results of the method with random selection for the same

WSN as in Fig. 4. The number of reference nodes selected by SchProc1 and

SchProc2 were 26 and three, respectively.

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison of the numbers of primary reference nodes (hops)

selected by SchProc1 with density and random selection. (b) The number of

secondary reference nodes selected by SchProc2 with density and random

selection. (c) The total number of multi-hop reference nodes selected by the

proposed method and a random method.
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ing the density metric to those of the conventional method

(HRTS) with random selection. 

Fig. 6(a) presents the numbers of primary reference nodes

selected by the first pass SchProc1 and Fig. 6(b) presents the

numbers of secondary reference nodes selected by the sec-

ond pass SchProc2. Fig. 6(c) presents the total number of

reference nodes selected by SchProc1 and SchPro2. From

Fig. 6, one can see that the proposed scheduling method

based on the density metric obtains a 40% shorter sequence

of multi-hop synchronization nodes compared to the conven-

tional method with random selection on average.

To verify the functions and performance of the proposed

algorithm, we implemented the SchProc and SyncProc pro-

cesses in embedded C code on real sensor node hardware.

The sensor node hardware consists of a multipoint control

unit (MCU) (TI MSP430), wireless transceiver chip (TI

CC1101), and camera sensor (Fig. 7).

This wireless sensor node is designed for a wireless meter-

ing network with meter number recognition. We constructed

a WSN with 10 sensor nodes utilizing these wireless sensor

modules and successfully tested the synchronization pro-

cesses over a period of 10 seconds (Fig. 8).

During this experiment, we noticed that the majority of

energy consumption of the wireless senor nodes was

attributed to the transmission (TX) power of the wireless

chip. Therefore, to evaluate the energy consumption of the

proposed synchronization method, we considered only the

TX power of each node utilizing Eq. (3).

ETX = PTX × Tpacket = 50 mW × 1 ms = 50 μJ (3)

Eq. (3) represents the energy consumed by the wireless

transceiver chip (CC1101) to transmit a packet of 100 bits at

a data rate of 100 kbits/s, which corresponds to a transmis-

sion time of 1 ms. We configured the TX power of the trans-

ceiver chip as 10 dBm. With this TX power setting, the total

power consumption of the wireless sensor node hardware

was approximately 50 mW. Therefore, we utilized 50 μJ in

Eq. (3) as an approximate energy consumption measure for

each packet transmission for each sensor node, while ignor-

ing the relatively small receiving (RX) power and MCU pro-

cessing power of the nodes.

Table 2 lists the energy consumptions for the WSNs syn-

chronized utilizing the two synchronization methods. For the

proposed method, the total energy consumption ESyncProc for

a complete SyncProc process of the entire network was cal-

culated utilizing Eq. (4).

ESyncProc = ETX × Npackets = ETX × NHops × 3 (4)

Here, Npackets is the total number of synchronization pack-

ets and NHops is the number of synchronization hops, which

equals the number of reference nodes elected. Because each

synchronization hop requires three messages, the total

energy consumption ESyncProc is the product of ETX and NHops

nodes times three messages. In this experiment, we config-

ured the same TX power (10 dBm) for all nodes, meaning

ETX is constant for every node.

In Table 2, the total energy consumption was calculated

utilizing Eq. (4) for both the proposed method and conven-

tional random selection method. It can be observed that the

proposed method achieves 40% lower energy consumption

than the random selection method on average, considering

only the periodic synchronization process.

Fig. 9 compares the numbers of nodes covered by three

methods: (1) conventional HRTS with random selection, (2)

improved HRTS with random selection and two-pass pro-

cess, and (3) proposed method with density metric and two-

pass process.

Method (1) leaves many nodes uncovered (unsynchro-

Fig. 7. Wireless sensor node utilizing TI MSP430 and CC1101.

Fig. 8. Experimental setup utilizing 10 wireless sensor nodes with a camera

measuring water meters.

Table 2. Power consumption utilizing density and random methods

Size of 

network

(m)

Density-driven method Random selection method

No. of

RNs

Energy 

consumption (µJ)

No. of

RNs

Energy c

onsumption (µJ)

50×50 20 20×50×3 = 3000 29 29×50×3 = 4350

100×100 74 74×50×3 = 11100 124 124×50×3 = 18600

150×150 76 76×50×3 = 11400 129 129×50×3 = 19350

200×200 73 73×50×3 = 10950 142 142×50×3 = 21300

250×250 74 74×50×3 = 11100 123 123×50×3 = 118450

300×300 80 80×50×3 = 12000 143 143×50×3 = 21450
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nized) because it employs a one-pass process, meaning it

cannot backtrack when its random selection leads in a wrong

direction. We applied our two-pass process to the HRTS

method to implement method (2). Although our two-pass

process improved method (2)’s coverage to 100%, it still

required a substantially greater number of hops to achieve

100% coverage compared to method (3). In summary, the

proposed method (3) achieves 100% guaranteed coverage

utilizing the two-pass process and its density-based selection

provides a significant reduction in periodic synchronization

time and energy consumption. 

While the proposed method with SchProc1 may produce a

longer sequence of reference nodes than the conventional

method, with the addition of SchProc2, it always outper-

forms the conventional method. An example WSN with an

area of 300 × 300 m is presented in Fig. 6(c) to illustrate this

point.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a density-driven scheduling

algorithm for WSNs. Given a WSN with a multi-hop topol-

ogy, our method aims to select an optimal sequence of refer-

ence nodes utilizing the notion of density in a manner that

reduces power consumption. It ensures that all nodes are

covered by elected reference nodes while minimizing the

number of reference nodes in the sequence. The proposed

method produces a complete set of reference nodes through a

two-pass algorithm with processes called SchProc1 and

SchProc2. SchProc1 chooses the best reference nodes that

can cover as many nodes as possible in the smallest number

hops and SchProc2 ensures that all uncovered nodes are

covered by a small number of additional reference nodes.

The periodic synchronization process SyncProc performs

synchronization actions based on the HRTS method. We

implemented the proposed scheduling algorithm in a network

simulator and conducted an extensive set of experiments on

many sample networks. The simulation results demonstrated

that the proposed method produces a sequence of reference

nodes that is 40% shorter compared with the method with

random selection. Therefore, the proposed scheduling algo-

rithm is well suited for low power synchronization of multi-

hop WSNs.
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